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St-Petersburg terror attack
3 april 2017
On Monday, 3 April, around 2:40 pm, an explosion took place
underground between two metro stations located in the center of the city
(Sennaya and Tekhnologitcheski Institut-1). A second bomb was also
found in the neighboring station of Plochtchad Vosstania. At least 11
people have died and around 50 many of them mained or badly burned in
the attack.
According to Interfax, the attack was allegedly due to a 23-year-old
suicide bomber from Central Asia, linked to radical Islam.
It was thought to be timed to coincide with a visit by Russian
president Vladimir Putin who was in St Petersburg when the blast
occurred.
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At the heart of this theme is the Pluto/Zeus axis, a major signature of the critical period 20172021. Let us recall the definition we give of this figure
PL/ZE – Irresistible power of the depths. Irresistible push in a given direction. A compulsive need
for transformation. Progress in secret. Atomic light. Secret strategy carried out methodically.

The conjunction Jupiter-Zeus brings the notion of the success of a methodical action in the
service of an irresistible power. The mid-point Sun/Uranus can be considered as the triggering factor
of a sudden explosion. The MC/PV (Midheaven/Vernal Point) axis is the signature of a "public
relationship public, to the community". It reflects the general significance of the event through the
world. For the Jupiter/Pluton figure, we propose the following definition :
JU/PL – Expansion of a transformation, an upheaval. Successful reversal situation. The signature
of a cycle of death-renaissance, destruction-reconstruction, under the effect of a power coming
from the depths, acting in secret.

Some aspects related to the axis Hades/Apollo must also to be taken into account: - Great
expansion of the power of death. Proliferation of corruption, of meanness, of wickedness, of ignoble
acts -.
The Kronos/Vulcanus axis refers to a powerful authority, an energetic action in relation to the
highest power, the greatest force, with a universal reverberation. This axis can also refer to an
energetic action by the criminal police.
The Pluto-Zeus square now transits to 19° Capricorn-Libra, Pluto being on its South Node (17°
27 Capricorn). This position can accompany a great psychological transformation for a community
and create a compulsive security need. The transit of Pluto on its South Node will occur perfectly
between January 20 and November 23, 2018; it will therefore be fully effective during the next
presidential election in Russia (the first round will be held on March 11, 2018).
The theme of the St Petersburg terror attack touches Vladimir Putin's natal chart: the Moon (3°
Gemini) and the Saturn/Neptune mid-point (19° Libra). With the Moon, one can assume a keen
receptivity to the tragic event, an emotional shock. With Saturn/Neptune, this can stir up anxiety for
fear of deceit or falsehood, or possibly translate the sneaky development of a situation that could block
a system, the effective functioning of the authorities.
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